Monetary Policy Reaction Function in Open Economy Version: Empirical Evidence in Case of Pakistan
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Abstract

Aftermath the globalization and financial liberalization the purpose of monetary policy deviates from economic growth to economic stabilization. Therefore monetary authority adjusts its policy rate in response to systematic changes in macroeconomic activities and business fluctuations. The rule which is followed to stable an economy at development path is called Taylor’s rule. This study empirically investigates monetary policy reaction function in case of Pakistan by applying Taylor’s rule (1993) nevertheless Johansan co integration test is employed for its open economy version. The monthly data from the period of January 2003 to December 2008 has been collected for the analysis. It is found that the coefficient of output gap and exchange rate gap are significant while coefficient of inflation gap is insignificant. The results depicted that inflation does not play significant role due to the monetary policy as such in the frame work of Pakistan’s economy. Therefore inflation targeted monetary policy does not suggest for Pakistan. To analyze the stability of coefficient ROLLING WINDOW technique was employed as it is found that monetary authority adopted inflation targeted monetary policy after 2002 which was not suitable as this study has shown.
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1. Introduction

According to monetarist school of thought discretionary monetary policy plays a key role to accelerate economic growth and it has a greater advantage over the Rule based monetary policy (Taylor 1993). Kydland et.al (1977) and Gordon et.al (1983) have highlighted that discretionary monetary policy is timely inconsistent. They argue that inflation targeting monetary policy becomes inconsistent and dynamics of this policy are taking time towards long run adjustment. Barro and Gordon (1983) argued that monetary authority deviated from announced rule due to discretionary monetary policy which is considered as punishment of private agents in an economy and central bank faces reputation problem due to this continues process of discretionary monetary policy. Regarding this problem Rogoff (1985) pointed out the delegation of powers to central bank may be useful to come out from this problem and further advised that monetary authority focus on inflation targeting policy.

Walsh (1995) highlighted that feasible solution of the dynamics time inconsistency problem through setting the punishment criterion by monetary authority. All the past research confirm that rule base monetary policy is comparatively superior than discretion monetary policy but the problem arises that how does the Rule Based monetary policy can operate at practical stage. Taylor had designed a rule based monetary policy which resolved this problem in 1993, which was naive as well as applicable to design monetary policy. The Taylor’s rule suggests that short run interest rate is the key tool to design the monetary policy. The Taylor’s rule precises that when the economy is deviated from trend or potential level of output or the inflation is deviated from its targeted level then interest rate is used as a key tool to back inflation and output level to their stable path and give equal weight both policies object in monetary policy reaction function. In this way the monetary authority would be able to solve the
problem of dynamics inconsistency of discretionary monetary policy and this naïve rule is very helpful to improve economic activities and adjust the economy at the path of development. The Taylor’s rule does not create the problem of enforcement as suggested by Barro and Gordon (1983) and this rule is simply assessed by the agent outside the monetary authority, therefore Commented Rule is practically as well as technically possible.

The key object of monetary authority is to keep the economy at the path of development so the monetary policy stance is characterized as a quantitative measure whether a policy is expansionary, neutral or contractionary to achieve the objectives (stability in prices, exchange rate stability and economic growth). Accurate measurement towards the size of monetary policy is very essential for estimation of different theories of the transmission mechanism, (Bernanke and Milhove 1998).

Monetary policy is used to maintain the economy at stable path. To achieve this goal central bank has required relevant information. It is also robust and feasible in the view that commitment policy is verifiable. Meltzer (1987), McCallum (1988), Taylor (1993), Henderson and McKibbin (1993). Taylor (1993) designed the rule to conduct the monetary policy; according to the rule Federal Reserve sets the fund rate (tool of monetary policy) equal to real interest rate plus the deviation of targeted inflation, targeted output and targeted unemployment level. He suggested that rule shows the “good” in the view that it relates to the goal of monetary policy and it is very helpful to stabilize both output and inflation rate. The rule is described as follow:

\[
\hat{r}_t = r^* + \pi_t + \alpha_1 y_t + \alpha_2 (\pi_t - \pi^*)
\]

Thus \(r^*\) denotes the long run real interest rate equilibrium through goods market, \(\pi_t\) denotes the current inflation rate, \(\pi^*\) denotes targeted inflation rate and \(y_t\) denotes the deviation of output from its potential path.

1.1 Monetary Policy in Pakistan

Prior to 1990s a monetary policy which was designed with the help of credit ceiling or the credit control and interest rate further at that time banking and financial systems were not competitive in Pakistan. Almost seventy percent commercial banks were in public sector. Almost it was a compulsion for banks and financial institutions to keep a part of their deposit and portfolios in treasury bills and other government securities and schemes (Stationary legal reserve) at sub market interest rate. Most of the state owned banks were bound to lend the loan to state owned enterprises irrespective of their financial, productivity and prime status. In the absence of competition in banking sector people found insignificant level of motivation to save therefore resource mobilization stuck off in the economy. Said monetary policy was at random and government had no maturity structure and plan towards the liquidity and return. Subsequently in 1990s Pakistan has got the momentum towards the reforms in financial sector and reframed the monetary policy by applying indirect approach which can be stated a policy based on market instrument to accomplish stability and sustainability of macroeconomic variables in the economy.

After 1995 Pakistan State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) switched over the monetary policy from direct to indirect approach. SBP has adopted the policy tools i.e. open market operation, window discount borrowing, CRR (Cash reserve ratio) and SLR (Stationary legal reserve) to determine the liquidity position of banking sector. SBP had strive to minimize direct government intervention and stress on market mechanism for the optimal allocation of financial resources and in order to improve resource mobilization and augment competition among the banks and financial institutions.

After concise debate about Taylor’s Rule and monetary policy, we will proceed to theoretical modeling and hypothesis in sections 2, section 3 will be allocated for econometric methodology data sources, 4th section will be for result analysis and last section 5th will be spaced for conclusion and policy recommendation.

1.2 Hypothesis Addressed

H1: a positive relationship between output growth gap and nominal interest rate.

H2: a positive relationship between exchange rate gap and nominal interest rate.

H3: a negative relationship between unemployment gap and nominal interest rate.

H4: a positive relationship between inflation gap and nominal interest rate.

1.3 Objective of This Study

The focal object of this study is to evaluate the monetary policy reaction function in case of Pakistan. For this purpose Taylor’s rule monetary reaction function has been employed to find out the importance of each goal of monetary policy in case of Pakistan.
2. Theoretical Modeling and Hypothesis

This study has focused on Taylor’s Rule to determine the policy rate of SBP, Inflation, Gross Domestic Production (GDP), Unemployment and exchange rate. IIP (Industrial Index of Production) was chosen as proxy of GDP coherent reason is non availability of monthly data of GDP. Taylor’s Rule narrates change in nominal interest rate due to the change in output gap, change in inflation gap and change in unemployment gap. In an open economy it also incorporates with exchange rate gap in Taylor’s Rule. It is therefore estimated value calculated as follow:

\[ y = \alpha + \beta t \]

Where \( y \) denotes exogenous variable and \( t \) denotes time. This equation is used to measure the potential value of independent variables. The estimated or potential value can be subtracted from the actual value to find output, inflation, unemployment and exchange rate gap. Taylor’s Rule is written as following equation:

\[ i_t = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 (x^a - x^e) + \alpha_3 (e^a - e^e) + \alpha_4 (GDP^a - GDP^e) + \alpha_5 (\mu^a - \mu^e) \]

Expected coefficient of output gap is positive when the actual output is greater than the potential output which signified that an economy is beyond the potential path and required to back its actual path by accelerating policy rate. Expected coefficient of unemployment is negative when actual unemployment is greater than natural rate than it is suggested that policy rate must be reduced to keep backing economy at natural unemployment rate. Expected coefficient of inflation gap is positive when actual inflation is above the targeted level then it is suggested that SBP should increase the policy rate to back inflation at its potential path. Expected coefficient of exchange rate gap coefficient is negative when current exchange rate is greater then estimated exchange rate then SBP should increase policy rate to appreciate home currency.

3. Econometrics Methodology and Data Source

In this study monthly data is being used for the defined variables for the period from 2003 to 2008 and the sources of the data are IFS (international financial statistics) and IMF (international monetary fund).

The model is multivariate therefore Johnson co-integration technique was applied to evaluate long run association among the selected variables. Mostly it is witnessed that empirically macroeconomic variables are found non stationary at level or in other words there is a positive or negative trend found in these series. Thus, the traditional technique of OLS (ordinary least square) method is not valid to find the relationship among the variables due to the trend in variables because it leads to spurious regression or non sense regression. Unless the trend or non stationary in series are not eradicated by taking first difference or second difference we cannot proceed to find the long run association among the variables, hence it is suggested that all the variables are integrated at same order then Johansen co integration technique is applied for series estimation. ADF (Augmented Dicky Fuller) unit root test is used to analyze the stationary or non stationary of the macroeconomics variables series, the equation of ADF test is as follows:

\[ \Delta Y_t = \alpha + \beta Y_{t-1} + t + \sum \beta_2 \Delta Y_{t-k} + \mu_t \]

Where \( Y_t \) exhibits a time series, \( \Delta \) exhibits a first difference operator, \( T \) exhibits a linear trend, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are estimator of unit root equation and \( \mu \) exhibits an error term. \( \beta = 0 \) exhibits the null hypothesis of existence of unit root.

4. Result Analysis

Current development in the subject of econometrics highlighted that most of the macroeconomic variables are non stationary at the level as cited in above section 3. The results derived from such models which lead to spurious regression and non sense regression or in other word it can be said that variables are found integrated on different order. Hence, it is imperative to analyze the stationary of the macroeconomics time series variables prior to evaluate the equilibrium relationship among these variables. Thus, the macroeconomic time series stationary is examined through the Unit Root Test.
Table 1. Unit root test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Level with intercept and trend (lag length)</th>
<th>First difference intercept and trend (lag length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest rate</strong></td>
<td>4.039859 (1)</td>
<td>6.47611* (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\pi^a - \pi^f)$ <strong>Inflation gap</strong></td>
<td>5.465519 (0)</td>
<td>14.43551* (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(GDP^a - GDP^f)$ <strong>output gap</strong></td>
<td>1.276849 (1)</td>
<td>17.85066* (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(e^a - e^f)$ <strong>Exchange rate gap</strong></td>
<td>1.242848 (1)</td>
<td>4.765983* (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\mu^a - \mu^f)$ <strong>Unemployment gap</strong></td>
<td>2.874407 (0)</td>
<td>7.138522* (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant at 5% level

It is found that non stationary exists in all the selected variables. The alternative hypothesis that the time series are stationary is rejected at the level of all the variables used in this study at 5 percent significant level at least. For the purpose to analyze stationary in variables the study used ADF equation with intercept and trend as discussed in section 3. After analyzing the stationary of variables at level in subsequent step we analysis the stationary at first difference. The finding of the first difference exhibits that all the variables are stationary at integrated order one at 5% significant level. Parenthesis value shows the lag length of variables.

Interpretation of ADF test shows that variables are integrated at order one therefore, our next step is to analyze the long run association among the variables. The Johansen co integration test has been applied to find out the long run association among the variables. The result of Johansen co-integration test is shown below:

Table 2. Johnson co integration test (Trace Value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Hypothesis</th>
<th>Alternative Hypothesis</th>
<th>Maximum trace statistics</th>
<th>5% critical value</th>
<th>Probability (P value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r=0</td>
<td>r=1</td>
<td>83.31050*</td>
<td>69.81889</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=1</td>
<td>r=2</td>
<td>49.74397*</td>
<td>47.85613</td>
<td>0.0329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=2</td>
<td>r=3</td>
<td>21.45890</td>
<td>29.79707</td>
<td>0.3296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=3</td>
<td>r=4</td>
<td>6.489120</td>
<td>15.49471</td>
<td>0.6377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=4</td>
<td>r=5</td>
<td>1.798695</td>
<td>3.841466</td>
<td>0.1799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significant at 5% level

Table 3. Johnson co integration test (Maximum Eigen Value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Hypothesis</th>
<th>Alternative Hypothesis</th>
<th>Maximum trace statistics</th>
<th>5% critical value</th>
<th>Probability (P value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r=0</td>
<td>r=1</td>
<td>33.96652*</td>
<td>33.87687</td>
<td>0.0544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=1</td>
<td>r=2</td>
<td>28.28507*</td>
<td>27.58434</td>
<td>0.0406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=2</td>
<td>r=3</td>
<td>14.96978</td>
<td>21.13162</td>
<td>0.2910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=3</td>
<td>r=4</td>
<td>4.690425</td>
<td>14.26460</td>
<td>0.7803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=4</td>
<td>r=5</td>
<td>1.798695</td>
<td>3.841466</td>
<td>0.1799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significant at 5% level

The result highlighted that all the chosen variables (four) are co-integrated in five vectors as shown, both Maximum Eigen value and maximum trace value say r=5 co integration equation. Optimal lag of VAR structure is taken 3 by using the Shewariz criterion (SC) and Akaike information criterion (AIC).

Table 4. Long run co integration equation: dependent variable is policy rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>t value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.701983</td>
<td>0.63111</td>
<td>12.9475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\pi^a - \pi^f)$ inflation gap</td>
<td><strong>0.176300</strong></td>
<td>0.99636</td>
<td>1.7223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(GDP^a - GDP^f)$ output gap</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17557</td>
<td>4.4759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(e^a - e^f)$ Exchange rate gap</td>
<td><strong>0.018725</strong></td>
<td>0.09484</td>
<td>2.4884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\mu^a - \mu^f)$ unemployment rate gap</td>
<td><strong>0.146437</strong></td>
<td>1.05656</td>
<td>0.0220709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significant at 5% level **significant 10% level
Table 4 represents the normalized coefficient of Johansen co-integration test. Mentioned equation shows inflation gap coefficient which is 0.176 as inflation goes up from targeted level by 1 percent than nominal interest rate will be increased by 0.176 percent, but the coefficient of inflation gap is insignificant which suggests that in case of Pakistan there is a cost push inflation which is not controlled by the help of monetary measure and government takes some fiscal measures to cut down this inflation by increasing development expenditures. The coefficient of output gap shows that if actual output growth is above the targeted output growth by 1% than interest rate will be increased by 0.0187% to adjust output growth. The coefficient of exchange rate gap shows that if actual exchange rate is above the targeted exchange rate by 1% than nominal interest rate will be increased by 0.146% to adjust exchange rate to its target level because more appreciation in local currency cause to reduce export and increase import. More volatility in exchange rate also has adverse effects on current account balance of the country. The coefficient of unemployment is insignificant which suggests that monetary policy is not appropriate to adjust unemployment level in case of Pakistan, because in Pakistan structural unemployment exists which can be reduced by employing serious fiscal measures like education, provision of health facilities etc.

Analyzing the result of monetary policy reaction function, the subsequent step is to measure the stability of coefficient with the help of Rolling Window technique. The result of rolling window is shown as:

Rolling window coefficient / recursive coefficient

![Figure 1. The coefficient of inflation gap](image1)

![Figure 2. The coefficient of exchange rate gap](image2)

![Figure 3. The coefficient of unemployment gap](image3)
Figure 4 shows that before 2002 the coefficient of IIP is more than 0.05 which shows that monetary policy has given more response due to output gap but after 2002 the main focus of monetary policy was towards the inflation.

5. Conclusion

It is cleared that the primary objective of monetary policy which was framed by State Bank of Pakistan in recent past focused inflation targeted along with employing a host of secondary targets (reduce unemployment and stability in exchange rate etc) to accomplish its objective. The main purpose of this study is to understand the objective of monetary policy over the last 11 years. For this purpose Rolling Window method has been used to capture the objective of monetary policy. The result of Rolling Window shows that after 2002 major focus of
monetary policy was inflation. It is found that the regression coefficients are quite weak especially the coefficient of inflation and exchange rate and reason was a cost push inflation which was not adjusted by monetary policy reaction in case of Pakistan and due to uncertainty and risk factor coefficient of exchange rate is also found insignificant. It is concluded that State Bank of Pakistan was not strictly followed the Taylor’s rule while fluctuations in the economy had been occurred and the monetary policy of State Bank of Pakistan was discretionary not a Rule Based.
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